
DAKSHIN HARYANA BIJLI VITRAN NIGAM 
 

SALES INSTRUCTIONS NO: 3/2002 
        

From 
  GM/Commercial, 
  DHBVN, Hisar. 

  . 
To 
 
  All EICs/CEs/SEs/Xens/SDOs(OP) 
  JE-I I/C Sub offices in DHBVNL 
 
 
  Memo No. Ch-3  /SE/Comml/R-17409 
  Dated:  15.03.2002 
 
Subject: Procedure for dealing with the cases of theft of energy. 
 
  Sales Circular No. 31/98 circulated vide Chief Engineer/Commercial, 

HVPNL Panchkula memo No. Ch-63/SS-80/TOE/Vol-II dt. 27.10.98 provides that in 

case the employee(s) accompanying the authorized officer are from M&T organization of 

the Nigam their finding/report regarding the genuineness/duplicacy/fakeness of the seals 

affixed to any cut out and to any meter, maximum and to any meter, maximum demand 

indicator or other apparatus placed upon a consumer’s premises shall be deemed to be 

report of a scientific expert and may be used as evidence in any inquiry, trial or other 

proceedings before any authority duly constituted by the Nigam or any court of law.  It 

has further been laid down that when the checking of the meter, its body, seals, apparatus, 

circuits or installation, through which energy is supplied or is being consumed, used or 

drawn is carried out by the aforesaid authorized officer, without the assistance of any 

employee(s) of the M&T organization and thee is any difference/dispute regarding the 

authenticity of the memorandum of inspection and seizure, the decision of the M&T 

authorities of the Nigam duly constituted within the state, shall be final and binding upon 

the consumer and the Nigam as opinion of an expert for the purpose of evidence before 

any court of law or in any other proceedings or inquiry.  

 

2.  In view of the above provision, whenever the inspection is carried out 

without assistance of representative of M&P organization and the M&T seals are 

found/observed as fake/duplicate or genuineness of seals is doubted and/or consumer 

refuses to accept the findings of inspecting officer through memorandum of inspection 

and seizure, the seals in question are required to be got checked from M&T Lab. in 

compliance of above instructions.  It has, however, been observed that in such cases, the 

M&T seals are not being got checked from M&T Lab by the field officers and in certain 

cases, the M&T Lab. has not checked the same, if the meter is sent by the field officer.  

In both the cases, the Nigam sustains loss of revenue as the penalty imposed in such cases 

is set aside by the court of law/arbitrators in absence of certificate of M&T Lab.  The 

above lapse on the part of the field officers/M&T Lab. as the case may be, has been 

viewed seriously by the Nigam. 



 

  It is, therefore, re-iterated that the provisions of note below clause-

24A(2)© of Sales Circular No. 31/98 must be followed strictly by al field officers and 

M&T lab failing which the officer/official at fault shall be held personally responsible for 

the loss sustained to the Nigam. 

 

  This should be brought to the notice of all concerned for strict and 

meticulous compliance.  

   -sd- 

 SE/Commercial, 
 for GM/Comml., DHBVNL, Hisar. 

 
Endst. No:         Dated: 
 
  Copy of the above is forwarded to the SE/M&P Circle, DHBVN Hisar for 
information and further n/action.  
 
  He is requested to issue strict directions to all concerned that whenever 
any matter regarding checking of genuineness/fakeness/duplicacy of seals is referred to 
them, the checking thereof should be carried out invariably and results of checking 
should be conveyed to the concerned office without any delay.  
 
 SE/Commercial, 
 for GM/Comml., DHBVNL, Hisar. 
 


